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a b s t r a c t

Experiments were conducted to assess the effect of processing temperature on the hard-

ness evolution, microstructure and the flow properties of an annealed Ale3Mg alloy pro-

cessed by high-pressure torsion (HPT) at either 300 or 450 K. The results demonstrate that

HPT processing at room temperature (RT) leads to higher microhardness values with a

more uniform hardness distribution in the Al alloy compared with processing at 450 K.

After 10 HPT turns at RT, the microstructure displayed a more intense grain refinement, a

higher dislocation density and smaller Al3Mg2 precipitates than after HPT at 450 K.

Accordingly, the metal processed at RT showed enhanced strength at RT and consistently

exhibited superplastic flow during deformation at 523 K, with tensile elongations of ~530

e650% for strain rates from 10�3 to 10�2 s�1. Conversely, a maximum elongation of ~110%

was recorded at 523 K in the alloy processed by HPT at 450 K. This behaviour is attributed to

an enhanced thermal stability in the metal processed at RT compared with HPT at 450 K

where deformation at 523 K led to the onset of abnormal grain coarsening due to a more
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disperse distribution of grain sizes and the partial dissolution and coalescence of Al3Mg2
precipitates after HPT processing.

© 2023 Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) procedures have beenwidely

used to produce metals with ultrafine grains (<1 mm) [1,2] and

thus excellent load-bearing capacities at low homologous

temperatures due to Hall-Petch strengthening [3,4]. Despite

the wide variety of SPD methods, high-pressure torsion (HPT)

[5,6] is an important procedure because it requires a relatively

simple experimental apparatus [7,8] and it permits the

imposition of high hydrostatic compressive pressures

concurrently with torsional straining under the control of the

processing temperature [9e12]. In processing through HPT

using quasi-constrained anvils [13,14], disc-shaped samples

are compressed between two anvils and severely strained by

the imposition of torsional stresses through the rotation of

either the upper or lower anvil.

The high internal energy stored in HPT-processed metals

because of their high densities of grain boundaries and

dislocation structures increases the susceptibility of the mi-

crostructures to undergo early recrystallization at relatively

low temperatures [15,16]. Therefore, different strategies have

been carried out to improve the microstructural stability of

materials processed by SPD such as (i) the development of

alloys containing elements which originate as nanosized

precipitates during heating [17e20], (ii) the application of SPD

procedures at warm conditions [21e25], (iii) the use of cyclic

deformation with low strain amplitudes [26e28] and (iv) the

formation of nanosized particles and solute segregation at

grain boundaries concurrently with deformation in micro-

structures having secondary phases prior to processing

[29e35].

The additions of Sc in Al alloys enhance the stabilities of

the Al matrices during heating due to the formation of Al3Sc

dispersoids [36,37]. Accordingly, SPD-processed AleMgeSc

alloys can retain ultrafine grains at temperatures suitable for

achieving optimum superplastic flow [18,22,38e45]. After

processing by 8 passes of equal-channel angular pressing

(ECAP) at room temperature (RT) an Ale3Mge0.2Sc alloy

achieved a maximum elongation of ~2580% at 723 K for an

initial strain rate of 3.3 � 10�3 s�1 [42]. Furthermore, a record

elongation of ~4100% was attained in the

Ale5Mge0.2Sce0.08Zr alloy processed through 10 ECAP

passes at ~600 K, although this led to larger grain sizes than

for alloys with similar compositions processed by ECAP at RT

[44,46,47].

The influence of processing temperature on the flow

properties and thermal stability of AleMgeSc alloys as also

been examined after HPT processing [21,22,48,49]. It was

demonstrated that the application of this procedure at either

300 or 450 K promotes further grain refinement compared

with ECAP and permits the achievement of low temperature

superplasticity with elongations higher than after ECAP for

comparable miniature tensile specimens [22,41,45].
HPT processing may lead to fragmentation and partial

dissolution of large secondary phases in Al alloys [35,50,51].

This may also be followed by solute segregation at grain

boundaries and/or precipitation of nanoparticles concurrently

with deformation [29,34,52e54]. These microstructural char-

acteristics reveal a potential for improving the microstruc-

tural stability of Al alloys due to grain boundary stabilisation

[32,55e57] and thereby permit the achievement of super-

plastic ductilities in commercially available alloys without the

addition of any costly elements.

Accordingly, the present research was designed specif-

ically to investigate the effect of the processing temperature

on microstructural evolution, hardening and superplastic

properties of an Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT at either 300

or 450 K. To enhance the microstructural stability through the

development of fragmented second-phase particles, the Al

alloy was annealed before the HPT processing.

2. Experimental material and procedures

An Ale3%Mg alloy (% in weight) was used in the current

investigation. This alloy was received in the form of bars

having 10 mm in diameter. The bars were annealed at

773 ± 2 K for 1 h and air cooled to develop a homogeneous

array of grains with an average size of ~300 mm as determined

by the linear intercept method.

The annealed billetswere cut into discswith thicknesses of

~1 mm and ground using abrasive papers to a thickness of

�0.85 mm. Afterwards, they were processed through 0.5, 1, 2,

5, 10 and 20 HPT revolutions (N) at either room temperature

(~300 K) or 450 ± 5 K using quasi-constrained anvils [8,13,14]

under a nominal pressure of 6.0 GPa and a rotation rate of

~2 rpm. The temperature of ~450 K was achieved by incorpo-

rating small heating elements around the anvils and the

temperature was controlled by a thermocouple placed within

the upper anvil at a position ~10 mm from the HPT sample as

described in earlier studies [58,59]. To decrease the tempera-

ture gradient between the workpiece and the anvils during

processing at ~450 K, each disc was compressed within the

anvils and held at the HPT facility for ~10 min prior to appli-

cation of the compression-torsion stage [9].

The surfaces of the annealed sample and the HPT-

processed Ale3Mg discs were ground and polished using 9, 3

and 1 mm diamond paste. Then the entire surfaces of these

HPT and annealed specimens were examined through X-Ray

Diffraction (XRD) employing a Philips PANalytical diffrac-

tometer with Cu Ka radiation (l ¼ 1.5406 �A), using a scanning

angle range 2q from 10 to 90� and a step size of 0.02�. The
instrumental profile was determined using Lanthanum Hex-

aboride (LaB6) powder and the diffractograms were applied to

estimate the area-weighted crystallite size Cx�areaD and the

dislocation density (r) using the Convolutional MultipleWhole

Profile (CMWP) software as described elsewhere [60].
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Microhardness measurements were taken at the middle-

sections of the polished discs using an FM-700 tester equip-

ped with a Vickers indenter operating under a load of 100 gf

and a dwell time of 10 s. The hardness distribution was

determined along the disc diameter using the same procedure

described in previous studies [48,61] where the average

microhardness at each position and its standard deviation

were calculated using the values recorded at 4 equidistant

indentations.

Microstructural analyses through Transmission Electron

Microscopy (TEM) were performed on the Ale3Mg discs pro-

cessed by 10 revolutions using an FEI Tecnai G2-12-Spirit

Biotwin microscope, operating under 120 kV. TEM lamellae

were extracted from the discs at positions located at ~3 mm

from their centres applying focused ion beammilling using an

FEI Quanta 3D FEG microscope.

The deformation behaviours of the Ale3Mg alloy pro-

cessed by 10 HPT turns were assessed by tensile testing using

a Shimadzu Autograph AGS-X universal tester. After pro-

cessing, the surfaces of the discs became curved due to the

elastic distortion of the HPT anvils [9]; accordingly, to obtain

flat surfaces, the samples were ground and polished to a

thickness of ~0.60mm. Thereafter, using the same procedure

described earlier [41,62e64], two miniature off-centre tensile

specimens with widths and gauge lengths of ~1.0 and

1.1 mm, respectively, were cut from each disc using electron

dischargemachining and subsequently they were polished to

obtain mirror-like surfaces along the gauge areas. These

samples were tested at RT using a constant crosshead speed

to give an initial strain rate ð _εÞ of 1:0� 10�3 s�1 and also at

523 ± 2 K at strain rates of � 1:0� 10�3, 3:3� 10�3 and

1:0� 10�2 s�1. Following tensile testing at 523 K, the topog-

raphy in the gauge section of the specimens was analysed

through Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) using an FEI

Quanta 200 FEG microscope and the resultant images were

used to estimate the grain sizes applying the linear intercept

method.
Fig. 1 e Variation of Vickers microhardness recorded at the mid

discs processed by HPT at either (a) 300 or (b) 450 K.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Microhardness variations

Fig. 1 shows the variation of themicrohardness along themid-

section of discs of the Ale3Mg alloy in the undeformed con-

dition and after processing for up to 20 HPT revolutions at

either 300 or 450 K. It follows from Fig. 1(a) that the annealed

alloy displays a reasonably homogeneous distribution of

hardnesswith an average value of ~55 HV. After 1/2 turn at RT,

there is a marked increase in the microhardness values

involving a minimum hardness of ~80 HV at the disc centre

which rises to ~160 HV at the edges. Additional straining leads

to a gradual increase in the hardness values in the central area

such that, similar to an earlier study [65], the material sub-

jected to 10 revolutions exhibits a Vickers microhardness of

~180 HV over the entire disc diameter. The microhardness

continues to rise slightly and achieves an average value of

~200 HV after 20 turns.

A comparison of Fig. 1(a) and (b) shows that the Ale3Mg

alloy processed at 450 K achievesmuch lower hardness values

than the samematerial processed by HPT at RT. After 1/2 turn

at 450 K, the Vickersmicrohardness ranges from ~80 to 120 HV

for positions located at the centre and near to the disc pe-

riphery, respectively. The distributions of microhardness

values remain essentially unchanged after processing

through 1, 2 and 5HPT revolutions at 450 K. It is also noted that

the microhardness saturates at ~125 HV at the sample edges

and, even though there is a slight increase in hardness in the

central region of the discs after 10 and 20 turns, the distribu-

tion remains inhomogeneous where this contrasts with the

results obtained for HPT at RT.

3.2. Microstructural evolution

The XRD profiles of the Ale3Mg disc before and after various

numbers of HPT turns are shown in Fig. 2 where the profile
-section positions with distance from the centre of Ale3Mg

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.167
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Fig. 2 e XRD patterns for the Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT at either (a) 300 or (b) 450 K.
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labelled “Annealed” corresponds to the unprocessedmaterial.

The curves in Fig. 2 indicate that the peak positions are not

significantly affected by HPT processing but nevertheless the

XRD peaks display a marked broadening after HPT especially

when processing at RT. The annealed material exhibits peaks

for the (200), (111) and (222) planes of the Almatrix and there is

also a peak at 2q z 40.3� which suggests the presence of a

second phase.

HPT processing at either 300 or 450 K leads to the onset of a

peak corresponding to the (220) plane in the Al matrix.

Furthermore, as the number of turns increases so the XRD

patterns exhibit additional peaks following a pattern expected

for the Al3Mg2 phase. However, after N > 5 for HPT at 450 K

some of the secondary phase peaks disappear or became

blurred and undetectable. This may be attributed to either

gradual fragmentation and/or a partial dissolution of the

Al3Mg2 phases [66e68].

The XRDprofileswere evaluated using the CMWP software.

The results are shown in Fig. 3 which displays the variations of

the average crystallite size and the dislocation density in the

Ale3Mg alloywith the numbers of HPT turns. The undeformed

alloy (N ¼ 0) exhibits x<areaD z 1000 nm and rz 1 � 1012 m�2. It

follows from Fig. 3 that the average crystallite size decreases

rapidly with increasing numbers of revolutions until there is

an apparent saturation at minimum values of ~140 nm and

240 nm for the Al alloy processed by HPT at 300 and 450 K,

respectively.

The results in Fig. 3(b) reveal that, by comparison with the

as-annealed condition, the dislocation density increases by

about two orders of magnitude after 1/2 HPT revolutions at

300 K, reaching ~4 � 1014 m�2. The r values then increase at a

lower rate to ~9 � 1014 m�2 after 5 turns and they remain

nearly constant up to 20 HPT revolutions. It should be noted

that the values for the dislocation density in this study show

the same trend as in a recent study even though a different

method was used to estimate r [65].

It is surprisingly shown in Fig. 3(b) that the Ale3Mg alloy

processed through ½ turn of HPT at 450 K exhibits a higher

dislocation density (~1015 m�2) after HPT at RT at an equiva-

lent condition. Further straining leads to a rapid reduction in
the density of dislocations which becomes lower than in the

Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT at RT. After 10 HPT turns at

450 K, rz 3� 1014 m�2 and thereafter it drops onlymarginally

up to 20 revolutions.

Figs. 4 and 5 present typical TEM images taken at positions

located at � 3.5 mm from the centres of Ale3Mg discs pro-

cessed by 10 turns of HPT at 300 and 450 K turns, respectively.

For simplification, the Ale3Mg discs subjected to 10 turns of

HPT at either 300 or 450 K are henceforth denoted 10-HPT-RT

and 10-HPT-HT, respectively. Inspection of Fig. 4(a) and (b)

reveals that, for both processing temperatures, HPT process-

ing promoted the development of ultrafine-grained structures

in the Ale3Mg alloy.

The microstructure of the 10-HPT-RT material has slightly

elongated grain structures with an average size of ~150 nm,

where this is similar to earlier investigations after processing

different Ale3Mg alloys by HPT at RT [22,45,48,69,70]. Addi-

tionally, the clearly defined rings in the SAED pattern in

Fig. 4(a) suggest that the domains in Fig. 4(a) are highly

misoriented and therefore are predominantly grains and not

subgrains. Conversely, the Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT at

450 K exhibits fairly equiaxed grains with an average size of

~500 nm. It is important to note that this value is much larger

than the grain size reported for an Ale3Mge0.2Sc alloy sub-

jected to 10 turns of HPT at the same temperature although

the latter alloy was solution treated prior to processing [21,22].

Furthermore, based on the ring-like shape of the SAED pattern

for the 10-HPT-HT disc and considering the smaller number of

crystals in the examined area, it is also likely that the struc-

tures in Fig. 4(b) are mostly separated by high-angle grain

boundaries.

It is apparent from the highermagnification TEM images in

Fig. 5 that the HPT-processed alloy exhibits dislocation

structures and a large number of second-phase particles

within the newly developed grains. The presence of free and

tangled dislocations is more evident in the alloy processed at

450 K, as noted in Fig. 5(c) and (d). These dislocations are often

held up by the nanosized particles which correspond to

Al3Mg2 precipitates as shown by the XRD analyses in Fig. 2.

The average equivalent diameter of these round-shape

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.167
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Fig. 3 e (a) Crystallite size and (b) dislocation density as a function of number of turns for Ale3Mg discs processed by HPT at

either (a) 300 or (b) 450 K.
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particles was estimated using a procedure involving a mea-

surement of the area of >300 precipitates, and this gave values

of ~10 and ~16 nm for the Ale3Mg alloy processed through 10

turns of HPT at 300 K and 450 K, respectively.

3.3. Tensile properties and microstructure after testing

Samples of the Ale3Mg alloy subjected to 10 HPT turns at

either 300 or 450 K were tested in tension at 300 and 523 K

using different strain rates. Fig. 6 shows a representative plot

of engineering stress vs engineering strain for the HPT-

processed alloy pulled to failure at RT using a strain rate of

10�3 s�1. The results demonstrate that the alloy processed by

HPT at 450 K displays lower flow stresses, but a markedly
higher elongation when compared with the 10-HPT-RT ma-

terial. The latter reached a significantly higher engineering

stress without noticeable deformation, indicating a brittle

behaviour under tensile stresses. Analogous results were re-

ported recently for an Ale4.4Mge0.26Sce0.09Zr alloy [71]

processed by 10HPT revolutions at different temperatures and

tensile tested at similar conditions. However, the Ale3Mg in

the present study exhibits a lower yield stress and enhanced

ductility after HPT at 450 K.

Fig. 7(a) shows plots of true stress vs true strain for samples

processed by 10 HPT turns at 300 and 450 K and further pulled

to failure at 523 K using strain rates varying from 1:0� 10�3 to

1:0� 10�2 s�1. These plots were obtained from data acquired

using miniature specimens after the elimination of the elastic

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.167
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Fig. 4 e TEM images and corresponding SAED patterns showing grains and dislocation structures of the Ale3Mg alloy

processed by 10 HPT turns at either (a) 300 or (b) 450 K.
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Fig. 5 e TEM images revealing the presence of precipitates for the Ale3Mg alloy processed by 10 turns of HPT at either (a and

b) 300 or (c and d) 450 K.
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deformation from the testing apparatus and, in addition, the

occurrence of uniform straining was assumed to convert en-

gineering stress into true stress. Accordingly, the values of

true stress at strains beyond the maximum stress do not

reflect the true flow behaviour.

Inspection of Fig. 7(a) shows that increasing the testing

temperature from 300 to 523 K using a strain rate of 1:0� 10�3

s�1 leads to higher elongations but significantly lower stress

levels for the HPT-processed alloy. It is apparent from the

curves in Fig. 7(a) that, for comparable strain rates, the metal

processed by HPT at RT displays significant work hardening

whereas the alloy processed at 450 K exhibits only minor

strain-hardening and achieves lower maximum strains. The

results in Fig. 7(a) also reveal an unusual increase in ductility

for the Ale3Mg processed by HPT at RT after increasing the

deformation temperature from 300 to 523 K: true strains above

~1.8 are now attained during tensile testing with a maximum

strain of ~2.0 for _εz10�3 s�1.

Fig. 7(b) shows the variation of the flow stress at ε¼ 0.1with

the initial strain rate for samples processed by 10 HPT turns at

either at 300 or 450 K. The experimental datum points in

Fig. 7(b) were plotted using log scales for both the true strain
rate and the true stress so that the slopes of these curves

correspond to the apparent strain rate sensitivity (m) and

provide information on the predominant deformation mech-

anisms [72]. It is readily noted that the 10-HPT-HT material

exhibits higher flow stresses at ε ¼ 0.1 when compared with

the 10-HPT-RT alloy under equivalent conditions. In addition,

the slope of the curve increases with decreasing HPT tem-

perature such that m z 0.5 for the 10-HPT-RT metal at 523 K

within the range of strain rates used in this study.

Fig. 8 shows the shapes of the Ale3Mg specimens after high

temperature tensile testing for the material originally sub-

jected to 10 turns of HPT processing at either 300 or 450 K. The

elongation values are also displayed on the right side of the

deformed samples. It follows from Fig. 8 that the Ale3Mg alloy

processed by 10 turns of HPT at RT achieves higher tensile

elongations than the 10-HPT-HT samples at 523 K. The images

in Fig. 8 reveal that superplastic elongations, defined as

elongations to failure greater than 400% [73,74], are consis-

tently attained in the 10-HPT-RT samples over the entire range

of strain rates used in this study. Conversely, elongations

ranging from ~70% to 110% were reached in the 10-HPT-HT

samples tested at 523 K. Amore detailed examination of these

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.167
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Fig. 6 e Engineering stress vs. engineering strain curves for the Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT at either 300 or 450 K and

further tested in tension at 10¡3 s¡1 at 300 K.

Fig. 7 e (a) True stress vs true strain and (b) true stress at ε ¼ 0.1 vs strain rate curves of the Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT

at either 300 or 450 K and subsequently tensile tested at 523 K using strain rates of 1:0� 10�2, 3:3� 10�3 and 1:0� 10�3 s¡1.
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Fig. 8 e Shape of samples of the Ale3Mg alloy processed through 10 turns of HPT at either 300 or 450 K and subsequently

pulled to failure at 523 K.
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images reveals that for all conditions the width of the minia-

ture specimens exhibits evidence of a localized necking in the

vicinity of their fracture tip, but this corresponds to a smaller

region compared to the total gauge area in the 10-HPT-HT

specimens.

Superplasticity occurs through the movement of neigh-

bouring grain boundaries through grain boundary sliding

(GBS) [75] and thismeans the grain structures stand out on the

surfaces of specimens during tensile testing. Accordingly, to

assess the size and distribution of the grains at the surfaces of
the tested specimens, Fig. 9 shows SEM images of the surface

topographies in the gauge areas of Ale3Mg specimens pro-

cessed by 10 HPT turns and tensile tested at 523 K using strain

rates of 10�3 and 10�2 s�1.

It is clearly visible in the SEM images in Fig. 9(a) and (b) that

the 10-HPT-RT alloy exhibits uniformmicrostructures formed

by nearly equiaxed grains with average sizes (L) of ~1.0 and

2.0 mm, as estimated for the specimens tested at 10�2 and

10�3 s�1, respectively. By contrast, the microstructures of the

material processed by HPT at 450 K and subsequently tested in

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmrt.2023.03.167
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Fig. 9 e SEM images taken along the gauge area of Ale3Mg specimens processed through 10 turns of HPT at either (a and b)

300 or (c and d) 450 K and further tested in tension at 523 K at strain rates of 10�3 and 10�2 s¡1.
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tension are very inhomogeneous and their grain structures

can be divided into two separate groups. As shown in Fig. 9(c)

and (d), some of the grains are nearly equiaxed and have di-

ameters of the order of a few micrometres. However, these

grain structures are intermixedwithmuch larger grains giving

rise to a bimodal structure with Lz 8 and ~25 mm after testing

at 523 K at 10�2 and 10�3 s�1, respectively. It is also apparent in

Fig. 9 that there are numerous cavities at the grain boundaries

and triple junctions as indicated by the arrows.
4. Discussion

4.1. The effect of processing temperature on the
mechanical strength of AleMg alloys

This investigation demonstrates that HPT processing of an

Ale3Mg alloy through 10 turns leads to grain refinement down
to ~150 nm in the metal processed at RT together with hard-

ening up to a Vickers microhardness of ~180 HV. By contrast,

processing at 450 K promotes a less pronounced hardening

and grain refinement (L z 500 nm) combined with the devel-

opment of a more inhomogeneous hardness distribution.

These trends are consistent with earlier experiments con-

ducted on other metals processed by HPT at different tem-

peratures [23,76] and with the values reported for AleMg

alloys having similar Mg content and small additions of Sc

[21,22,48,49] although the AleMgeSc alloys consistently

exhibit smaller grain sizes.

Plots of Vickers microhardness as a function of equivalent

strain (εeq) [77] were constructed using the hardness values

displayed in Fig. 1. The equivalent strain in HPT processing

was calculated considering themean values at the same radial

position (R), for a given number of turns (N), A thickness (h) of

0.70mmwas considered in the calculationswith the following

expression [78]:
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Fig. 10 e Vickers microhardness as a function of equivalent strain for the Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT at either 300 or

450 K.
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εeq ¼ 2pRNffiffiffi
3

p
h

(1)

The results are shown in Fig. 10 and they demonstrate that

the material processed by HPT at RT exhibits a fast initial rise

in hardness up to a value of ~180 HV for a strain of ~40, fol-

lowed by an apparent saturation in the hardness values up to

10 revolutions. Nevertheless, there is an increment in the

microhardness throughout the entire disc after 20 turns. This

hardening behaviour is typical of HPT deformation in metals

having low-to-moderate stacking fault energies during pro-

cessing at low homologous temperatures (TH) [61,65,79e84].

However, based on the present data it is not possible to

confirm that the material reached a full hardness saturation

after 20 turns of HPT at RT. It should be noted, however, that

the hardness values are consistent with earlier experiments

with Ale3Mg [65] and Ale3Mge0.2Sc [61] alloys annealed

before HPT processing.

By contrast, the AleMg alloy processed by HPT at 450 K

displays a very distinct hardening behaviour. Thus, inspection

of the variation of the hardness values at the edge positions

for different numbers of turns reveals that there is a rapid

work hardening up to a peak hardness of ~120 HV at εeq z 10,

and this is followed by strain softening down to a hardness of

~75 HV at εeq z 80. The hardness at the edge area again in-

creases and reaches ~120 HV at εeq z 120 and 240, followed by

softening to ~110 HV at εeq z 80. This behaviour is consistent

with the recurrent oscillations observed in the curve torque

vs. time acquired during HPT processing of an Ale3Mg alloy at

~450 K [84].

The microstructural evolution of metals during plastic

deformation at high TH depends upon the prevailing strain
rate [85]. It follows from the derivative of Eq. (1) with time that

the strain rate in HPT processing is proportional to the rota-

tion rate and the radial position. Also, as demonstrated in Figs.

1 and 10, the hardness in the Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT

at 450 K increases with increasing radii even after 20 turns and

the maximum hardness apparently achieved upper bounds at

the peripheries of the discs.

Accordingly, based on this hardening behaviour, the

different aspect ratios of the grain structures after deforma-

tion [23,86] and other literature evidence for an Ale3Mg alloy

[84], it is thus revealed that there are two different restoration

mechanisms operating in the Ale3Mg alloy during HPT pro-

cessing at different temperatures. Dynamic restoration at RT

is connected with a strain-induced grain boundary migration

[87e89] whereas HPT processing at 450 K appears to be asso-

ciated with discontinuous dynamic recrystallization as is

typical for conventional metal-working procedures at high

homologous temperatures [85].

The influence of grain size on the mechanical strength at

low TH is often predicted using the Hall-Petch relationship

[3,4]. This relationship can also be considered for the variation

of the Vickers microhardness (H) with the average grain size

(L) as applied in earlier SPD studies [21,65,81,90] using the

following equation:

H¼H0 þ kHL
�1=2

(2)

where H0 and kH are material constants.

Fig. 11 displays a plot of Vickers microhardness as a func-

tion of L
�1=2

for the Ale3Mg alloy processed by 10 HPT turns in

this study considering the hardness at the radial position in

which the microstructure was examined. Additional datum

points are also included for AleMg alloys processed by HPT
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Fig. 11 e Vickers microhardness as a function of L
�1=2

for AleMg alloys with similar compositions subjected to either HPT

[16,21,48,49,65,69,91,92], ECAP [39,90,93] and ARB [94] at different processing conditions.
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[16,21,48,49,65,69,91,92], ECAP [39,90,93] and ARB [94]. It fol-

lows from Fig. 11, that although there is some scattering in the

datum points for L < 1 mm, the relationship between H and

L
�1=2

follows a linear trend up to L
�1=2

z2600 m�1=2 when the

hardness values appear to achieve an upper limit. The scatter

in the data is a consequence of the action of additional

hardening mechanisms such as dislocation and precipitate

strengthening which depend on the thermomechanical his-

tory of the AleMg alloys. Furthermore, the experimental data

up to this point lie close to a single line with H0 ¼ 37.8 HV and

KH ¼ 0.0524 HV m�1=2.

The results in Fig. 11 indicate also that the processing

temperature, the nature of the SPD procedure, the chemical

composition and the initial condition prior to processing all

affect the mechanical strength in AleMg alloys. Processing at

higher TH for a given alloy leads to a larger grain size and lower

microhardness due to a faster diffusion kinetics during

deformation which favours the elimination of dislocations.

Concerning the nature of the SPD method, in general, HPT-

processing leads to finer grain structures and higher

strength in comparison to other SPD procedures for metals

having similar compositions. This occurs because of the

higher strains attained bymeans of HPT processing due to the

application of elevated compressive stresses in the disc during

deformation [8,10].

It also follows from the results depicted in Fig. 11 that the

Ale3Mge0.2Sc processed through 10 HPT turns at 300 K [48,69]

achieves slightly higher hardness values and smaller grain

sizeswhen comparedwith the Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT

at RT. It should be noted, however, that the Ale3Mge0.2Sc

discs were solution treated prior to processing whereas the

Ale3Mg used in the current study was annealed before HPT.

Consequently, the Ale3Mg alloy exhibited coarse Al3Mg2
particles and lower amounts of Mg in solid solution (~2.5%Mg)

prior to HPT processing. Conversely, Al3Mg2 particles were not
detected in the solution-treated Ale3Mge0.2Sc alloy and the

higher amounts of Mg in solid solution in this alloy would

reduce the recovery rate and thus permit the attainment of

further grain refinement.

This can also explain the larger grain sizes achieved in the

Ale3Mg alloy processed by HPT at 450 K compared with the

Ale3Mge0.2Sc deformed under similar conditions. The lower

amounts of Mg in solid solution in both the annealed and the

HPT-processed alloy increase its stacking fault energy and

facilitate dynamic recovery. Additionally, as the mobility of

grain boundaries also increases with the lowering of the Mg

contents in solid solution [95,96], the transition from the

mechanically-driven boundary migration to a discontinuous

dynamic recrystallization probably occurs at lower tempera-

tures [87,89].

4.2. Superplasticity and microstructural stability in
AleMg alloys

Superplasticity involves the achievement of elongations

�400% in crystalline materials having grain sizes <10 mm and

with a strain rate sensitivity of ~0.5 [74]. The deformation

mechanism associated with superplasticity is GBS where the

strain rate at steady-state conditions is given by the following

equation [97]:

_ε¼ADgbGb

kT

�
b
d

�2�s
G

�2

(3)

where A is a dimensionless constant, D is the diffusion coef-

ficient for grain boundary diffusion, G is the shear modulus, b

is the Burgers vector, s is the applied stress, k is Boltzmann's
constant, T is the absolute temperature and d is the spatial

grain size calculated as dz1:74L [98].

There is consistent evidence supporting the occurrence of

GBS in the Ale3Mg alloy processed by 10 HPT revolutions at RT
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Fig. 12 e Temperature and grain size compensated strain rate as a function of normalized stress for the Ale3Mg alloy

processed by HPT at 300 K and tensile tested at 523 K: the solid line corresponds to the theoretical prediction for superplastic

flow [97].
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during deformation at 523 K. As depicted in Figs. 7 and 8, the

10-HPT-RT material exhibits elongations �500% and m values

of ~0.5 at strain rates from 10�3 to 10�2 s�1, reaching a

maximum elongation of ~620% for _ε z 10�3 s�1. Conversely,

after 10 HPT turns at 450 K the same material attained a

maximum elongation of only ~110% due to a low apparent

strain rate sensitivity.

It should be noted, however, that the m values estimated

from the slope of Fig. 7(b) were calculated using flow stresses

at ε ¼ 0.1 and thus considerable grain coarsening may have

occurred during heating and deformation up to this stage.

Accordingly, and in order to unambiguously confirm the

occurrence of superplastic flow in the Ale3Mg alloy processed

by HPT at RT considering possible grain coarsening effects,

Fig. 12 displays the relationship between the temperature and

grain size compensated strain rate ( _ε kT/DgbGb) (d/b)
2 and the

normalized stress (s/G) for the material tested at 523 K. In this

study, s was taken as the maximum flow stress and d as the

spatial grain size of each specimen after tensile testing at

523 K. The following parameters for pure Al were used in the

calculations: b ¼ 2.86 � 10�10 m, Do,gb ¼ 1.86 � 10�4 m2 s�1,

Qgb ¼ 86 kJ mol�1, G (MPa) ¼ (3.022 � 104) - 16T [99]. The line

labelled _ε sp corresponds to the theoretical prediction of the

rate of superplasticity using Eq. (3) with A ¼ 10 [97].

The results in Fig. 12 confirm that there is an excellent

agreement between the experimental data and the theo-

retical model for superplasticity involving a stress exponent

of 2 and therefore it is concluded that the superplastic flow
is governed by GBS accommodated by intragranular slip

through dislocation climb in the Ale3Mg alloy [97].

Furthermore, as grain coarsening often occurs during ten-

sile testing at elevated temperatures, it is shown that a

reliable procedure for applying Eq. (3) involves measure-

ments of the grain size in the gauge sections of the fractured

specimens combined with use of the maximum stresses

during testing.

The superior superplastic characteristics of the Ale3Mg

alloy processed by HPT at 300 K derive from its smaller grain

size as well as its greater microstructural stability in relation

to the same material processed at 450 K. This is supported by

data in Fig. 9(a) and (b) which show that the microstructure of

the 10-HPT-RT metal after deformation at 523 K consists of a

homogeneous array of fairly equiaxed grains with average

sizes of ~1e2 mm. Hence, superplastic flow occurs in the

Ale3Mg alloy at a low homologous temperature (TH z 0.56)

and at high strain rates up to 10�2 s�1. By contrast to this

result, Fig. 9(c) and (d) suggest the occurrence of abnormal

grain growth in the material originally processed by HPT at

450 K and further tested in tension at 523 K.

The enhanced thermal stability in the Ale3Mg alloy after

HPT at RT shows reasonable agreement with experimental

evidence of low temperature superplasticity in the HPT-

processed Ale3Mge0.2Sc alloy [21,22,45]. It is noted that the

microstructures of these alloys prior to processing and after 10

HPT turns are very distinct as Al3Mg2 particles are clearly

distinguished in the annealed Ale3Mg alloy and their
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formation is prevented by the initial solution treatment in the

Ale3Mge0.2Sc alloy.

It is well-established that the migration of high-angle

grain boundaries (HAGBs) during recrystallization for

severely deformed metals is primarily driven by the energy

decrease associated with the elimination of dislocations and

grain contours [85]. The driving pressure for recrystallization

is similar for both AleMg alloys after 10 HPT turns at RT

(L z 150 nm) [48,69] but nevertheless finely dispersed pre-

cipitates hinder the moving boundaries due to the Zener

pinning pressure and reduce the rate of migration [96,100].

Therefore, whereas precipitation of nanosized Al3Sc is rec-

ognised to be the main cause for the remarkable micro-

structural stability of AleSc alloys [18,36,42,101,102], the

presence of Al3Mg2 precipitates with an average size of 10 nm

is responsible for delaying the migration rate of HAGBs and

permitting the attainment of superplastic elongations at

523 K in the Ale3Mg alloy. This represents an economical

advantage for using AleMg alloys without any Sc addition as

this rare earth element is expensive and scarcely available

[19].

Themicrostructures of the Ale3Mg alloy processed at 450 K

displayed coarser precipitates (~16 nm in diameter) and a

more heterogeneous distribution of grains with an average

size of ~500 nm. The comparatively higher diffusion rate at

this processing temperature and continuous straining during

HPT processing apparently led to a partial dissolution and

coalescence of the precipitates as previously observed also in

other Al alloy processed by HPT at different temperatures [68].

Consequently, there may exist regions where the lower

numbers of precipitates and their coarser sizes may allow a

faster migration rate of boundaries during heating and

deformation at high temperatures [96].

Furthermore, the hardness measurements and the TEM

analysis showed that the microstructure of the Ale3Mg alloy

after HPT at 450 K is more heterogeneous than after process-

ing at 300 K. Accordingly, boundaries of the larger grains tend

to migrate towards more deformed regions which display a

higher driving pressure compared with the areas with lower

hardness. This leads to the existence of abnormal ultrafine-

grained structures which may be attributed to the inherent

microstructural heterogeneity in the Ale3Mg alloy after HPT

at 450 K together with a reduced Zener pinning effect during

heating to the testing temperature.

Finally, it should be noted that the rise in the processing

temperature may also affect the material microtexture

[84,103] and increase the fraction of boundaries having high

mobility. This topic will require further investigation in future

studies.
5. Summary and conclusions

An annealed Ale3Mg alloy with an average grain size of

~300 mmwas subjected to up to 20 turns of HPT at either room

temperature (RT) or 450 K. Thereafter, the alloy processed

through 10 turns was tested in tension at RT and 523 K to

investigate the effect of the HPT processing temperature on

the flow behaviour and microstructural stability.
1 A reasonably homogeneous distribution of Vickers micro-

hardness was achieved in the Ale3Mg alloy after 10 HPT

turns at RT with an average value of ~180 HV. Conversely,

the hardening behaviour during HPT at 450 K showed a

marked strain rate dependence where the metal exhibited

an inhomogeneous hardness distribution with higher

values reaching ~120 HV at the disc edges even after 20

revolutions. This suggests a more prominent contribution

of thermally-assisted mechanisms during HPT at 450 K.

2 After 10 HPT turns at RT, the Ale3Mg alloy displayed an

array of slightly elongated grains with an average size of L

z 150 nm, a dislocation density of ~1015 m�2 and a

dispersion of Al3Mg2 particles with diameters of ~10 nm.

These results are consistent with the flow stresses

exceeding 650 MPa and the negligible ductility at RT. By

contrast, HPT at 450 K led to a tensile strength of only

~220 MPa due to the development of equiaxed grains

(L z 500 nm), larger precipitates and a dislocation density

of ~3 � 1014 m�2 after 10 revolutions.

3 The Ale3Mg alloy processed by 10 HPT turns at RT achieved

superplastic elongations �500% when tensile tested at

523 K, reaching a maximum elongation of ~620% for

_εz 10�3 s�1. These unusual ductilities at a low homologous

temperature are attributed to an enhanced thermal sta-

bility due to the formation of a homogenous microstruc-

ture after HPT and the pinning of grain boundaries by

Al3Mg2 precipitates.

4 The material processed by 10 HPT turns at 450 K and

further tested in tension at 523 K exhibited a bimodal dis-

tribution of grains having large grains with tens of micro-

metres in size surrounded by ultrafine grains. Accordingly,

the onset of abnormal coarsening led to a low strain rate

sensitivity and thus low elongations during deformation at

523 K for strain rates in the range of 10�3 to 10�2 s�1.
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